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A hands-on certification guide with practical examples and sample questions and answers to help BizTalk developers pass the Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2010 (70-595) exam. If you are an intermediate level BizTalk developer who wants to pass the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010
(70-595) exam, then this book is for you. A working knowledge of fundamental BizTalk concepts around the core messaging engine and
building business processes using orchestrations is assumed but not required. In addition, core knowledge of Windows Communication
Foundation (WCF) and a basic understanding of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is recommended.
To perform audits and study auditors and the audit function demands a detailed understanding of audit components and their characteristics.
The authors of this unique book--a blend of research findings, data analysis, and proprietary data base--provide just that: a comprehensive
inventory of audit tasks and essential decision aids, all developed by highly experienced auditors. The result is an important study with
immediately realizable benefits for professionals and academics in management and accounting, plus specialists in psychology and related
fields in the behavioral sciences.
Learn how to build a data science technology stack and perform good data science with repeatable methods. You will learn how to turn data
lakes into business assets. The data science technology stack demonstrated in Practical Data Science is built from components in general
use in the industry. Data scientist Andreas Vermeulen demonstrates in detail how to build and provision a technology stack to yield
repeatable results. He shows you how to apply practical methods to extract actionable business knowledge from data lakes consisting of data
from a polyglot of data types and dimensions. What You'll Learn Become fluent in the essential concepts and terminology of data science and
data engineering Build and use a technology stack that meets industry criteria Master the methods for retrieving actionable business
knowledge Coordinate the handling of polyglot data types in a data lake for repeatable results Who This Book Is For Data scientists and data
engineers who are required to convert data from a data lake into actionable knowledge for their business, and students who aspire to be data
scientists and data engineers
It's been five years since Microsoft released a new version of SQL Server—which holds 39% of the Windows database market—and the latest
edition of this bestselling beginner's guide gets users up and running on SQL Server 2005. The book covers database concepts, and
discusses key topics for new users including the SQL Server Workbench,T-SQL, automated administration tasks, security, and analysis.
This is Part 2 of a series of quick learning guides for Oracle designers, developers & managers. Part 2 introduces completely new entrants to
concepts of Oracle database analysis and design, database normalisation, the logical data model, E-R modelling and diagrams, logical to
physical transformation in Oracle Designer, physical database design,de-normalization and database design for performance.

Clinical Infomation Systems are increasingly important in Medical Practice. This work is a two-part book detailing the importance,
selection and implementation of information systems in the health care setting. Volume One discusses the technical,
organizational, clinical and administrative issues pertaining to EMR implementation. Highlighted topics include: infrastructure of the
electronic patient records for administrators and clinicians, understanding processes and outcomes, and preparing for an EMR.
The second workbook is filled with sample charts and questions, guiding the reader through the actual EMR implementation
process.
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A non-technical discussion aimed at the business user.
This practical book describes the key operations of ARIS Toolset - the market leading Business Process Modelling Tool. Based on
his experience of using ARIS in British Telecommunications plc, the author describes practical ways of using the tool. Using
screen shots and plenty of practical examples, Rob Davis shows how ARIS can be used to model business processes.
Throughout the book Davis provides readers with tips and short-cuts, enabling users to start modelling quickly and effectively. He
also provides insights into the ARIS concepts, and tells readers about the benefits and trade-offs of using the tool in alternative
ways. Unlike other books, this practical guide tackles issues found in real projects.
Build and manage SQL Server 2000 databases easily. Work with Transact-SQL and data definition language, and handle simple
and complex queries. You'll also learn to use SQL extensions and stored procedures, views, triggers, and transactions.
-- Includes case studies based on real world solution deployments with Vicinity, ATX, Ford and Hutchison 3G.-- Insights into
differences between solutions for US and European marketplaces.-- Includes a software development kit for building a basic
Location Service Solution.Mobile applications must be much smarter than desktop web applications. These applications need to
know user's location, surroundings, and provide directions on how to get there. Developers face many challenges, including how to
pinpoint the user's location, how to retrieve relevant spatial data from map databases that are often 20 Gigabytes in size, and how
to support multiple clients. The mobility provided by the proliferation of wireless devices, such as Palm Pilots and onboard
navigation systems presents a new class of opportunities and problems for application developers. This book provides an end-toend solution guide to understand the issues in location-based services and build solutions that will sell. Complete with software
and industry case studies, this book is an essential companion to anyone wanting to build the next killer application. The more
than one million auto-based telematics terminals that have been installed by year-end 2001 are ample testimony of the
opportunities and attractiveness of the mobile location services market. This large and growing installed base of subscribers also
provides multiple implementation examples, which are incorporated into the text

The Essential Guide to Processing for Flash DevelopersApress
Processing is a open source project that bridges the gap between programming and art. Its simplicity and power appeal
to non-coders and old-hands alike. As a Flash developer, you already have a firm grasp of basic programming principles
and an understanding of creating and controlling visuals through code. This book uses your existing knowledge as a
springboard to learning Processing and harnessing the extra creative power and control that it offers, both on and off the
web. The Essential Guide to Processing for Flash Developers takes a hands-on approach to learning Processing that
builds upon your familiarity with Flash, and your experience with the ActionScript language and object-oriented
programming concepts. The book offers a full series of Processing projects, structured to allow less experienced coders
to get up to speed quickly, while leaving room for more experienced programmers to take the initial project concepts and
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build more complex applications. Includes a language primer explaining all of the Processing-specific programming
theory you need to know Contains a full series of Processing projects and numerous easy-to-follow code examples
Covers Processing's Java mode, providing an easy-to-navigate bridge to programming in Java, Processing's underlying
host language
Video Over IP gives you everything you need to know to choose from among the many ways of transferring your video
over a network. The information is presented in an easy to read format, with comparison charts provided to help you
understand the benefits and drawbacks of different technologies for a variety of practical applications. This new edition is
expanded to fully cover HD and wireless technologies and new case studies. Whether your background is video,
networking, broadcast, or telecommunications, you will benefit from the breadth of coverage that this book provides. Reallife application examples give readers successful examples of a variety of Video over IP networks that are up and running
today.
"The accompanying CD-ROM contains a complete trial version of IBM DB2 Universal Database Personal Edition version
8.1, for Windows operating environments, evaluation copy"--Back cover.
Provides information on using Google Maps and Google Earth to do such tasks as making maps that include statistical
data, creating a realtor's presentation, calculating distances for routes, and highlighting archaeological information.
Adobe Edge Quickstart Guide is a practical guide on creating engaging content for the Web with Adobe's newest HTML5 tool. By
taking a chapter-by-chapter look at each major aspect of Adobe Edge, the book lets you digest the available features in small,
easily understandable chunks, allowing you to start using Adobe Edge for your web design needs immediately. If you are
interested in creating engaging motion and interactive compositions using web standards with professional tooling, then this book
is for you. Those with a background in Flash Professional wanting to get started quickly with Adobe Edge will also find this book
useful.
Corporate Risk Management analyses, compares and contrasts tools and techniques used in risk management at corporate,
strategic business and project level and develops a risk management mechanism for the sequencing of risk assessment through
corporate, strategic and project stages of an investment in order to meet the requirements of the 1999 Turnbull report. By
classifying and categorising risk within these levels, readers will learn how to drill down and roll-up to any level of the
organisational structure, establish the risks that each project is most sensitive to, and implement the appropriate risk response
strategy - to the benefit of all stakeholders.
Various methods of assessing noise, loudness, and noise annoyance are reviewed and explained; sources, types, and intensities
of traffic noise are noted; typical means of abatement and attenuation are described; design criteria for various land uses ranging
from low-density to industrial are suggested and compared with the results of previous BBN and British systems for predicting
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annoyance and complaint; and a design guide for predicting traffic noise, capable of being programmed for batch and on-line
computer applications, is presented in form suitable for use as a working tool. A flow diagram describes the interrelationships of
elements in the traffic noise prediction methodology, and each element is discussed in detail in the text. The text is presented of a
tape recording that takes the listener through a series of traffic situations, with such variables as traffic distance, flow velocity,
distance, outdoors and indoors, and presence or absence of absorbers and attenuators.
This book focuses on the methodology and analysis of state and local population projections. It describes the most commonly
used data sources and application techniques for four types of projection methods: cohort-component, trend extrapolation,
structural models, and microsimulation. It covers the components of population growth, sources of data, the formation of
assumptions, the development of evaluation criteria, and the determinants of forecast accuracy. It considers the strengths and
weaknesses of various projection methods and pays special attention to the unique problems that characterize small-area
projections. The authors provide practical guidance to demographers, planners, market analysts, and others called on to construct
state and local population projections. They use many examples and illustrations and present suggestions for dealing with special
populations, unique circumstances, and inadequate or unreliable data. They describe techniques for controlling one set of
projections to another, for interpolating between time points, for sub-dividing age groups, and for constructing projections of
population-related variables (e.g., school enrollment, households). They discuss the role of judgment and the importance of the
political context in which projections are made. They emphasize the “utility” of projections, or their usefulness for decision making
in a world of competing demands and limited resources. This comprehensive book will provide readers with an understanding not
only of the mechanics of the most commonly used population projection methods, but also of the many complex issues affecting
their construction, interpretation, evaluation, and use.?
At present, the virtual reality has impact on information organization and management and even changes design principle of
information systems, which will make it adapt to application requirements. The book aims to provide a broader perspective of
virtual reality on development and application. First part of the book is named as "virtual reality visualization and vision" and
includes new developments in virtual reality visualization of 3D scenarios, virtual reality and vision, high fidelity immersive virtual
reality included tracking, rendering and display subsystems. The second part named as "virtual reality in robot technology" brings
forth applications of virtual reality in remote rehabilitation robot-based rehabilitation evaluation method and multi-legged robot
adaptive walking in unstructured terrains. The third part, named as "industrial and construction applications" is about the product
design, space industry, building information modeling, construction and maintenance by virtual reality, and so on. And the last part,
which is named as "culture and life of human" describes applications of culture life and multimedia-technology.
This book constitutes the strictly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Database Issues
for Data Visualization, held in conjunction with the IEEE Visualization '95 conference in Atlanta, Georgia, in October 1995. Besides
13 revised full papers, the book presents three workshop subgroup reports summarizing the contents of the book as well as the
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state-of-the-art in the areas of scientific data modelling, supporting interactive database exploration, and visualization related
metadata. The volume provides a snapshop of current research in the area and surveys the problems that must be addressed now
and in the future towards the integration of database management systems and data visualization.
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